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We revisit the problem of wave-function statistics at the Anderson metal-insulator transition �MIT� of
noninteracting electrons in d�2 spatial dimensions. At the transition, the complex spatial structure of the
critical wave functions is reflected in the nonlinear behavior of the multifractal spectrum of generalized inverse
participation ratios �IPRs�. Beyond the crossover from narrow to broad IPR statistics, which always occurs for
sufficiently large moments of the wave-function amplitude, the spectrum obtained from a typical wave function
associated with a particular disorder realization differs markedly from that obtained from the disorder-
averaged IPRs. This phenomenon is known as the termination of the multifractal spectrum. We provide a field
theoretical derivation for the termination of the typical multifractal spectrum by combining the nonlinear sigma
model framework, conventionally used to access the MIT in d=2+� dimensions, with a functional
renormalization-group �FRG� technique. The FRG method deployed here was originally pioneered to study the
properties of the two-dimensional �2D� random-phase XY model �D. Carpentier and P. Le Doussal, Nucl. Phys.
B 588, 565 �2000��. The same method was used to demonstrate the termination of the multifractal spectrum in
the very special problem of 2D Dirac fermions subject to a random Abelian vector potential. Our result shows
that the typical multifractal wave-function spectrum and its termination can be obtained at a generic Anderson
localization transition in d�2, within the standard field theoretical framework of the nonlinear sigma model,
when combined with the FRG.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum interference induced by multiple elastic impu-
rity scattering can produce very complex spatial fluctuations
in electronic wave functions. The statistics of these fluctua-
tions may be used to distinguish different regimes of quali-
tative wave-function behavior, e.g., localized versus ex-
tended. Of particular interest are the wave-function statistics
at a delocalization transition, such as the Anderson metal-
insulator transition �MIT� �Ref. 1� at the mobility edge in
three spatial dimensions,2,3 or the integer quantum Hall pla-
teau �IQHP� transition in two dimensions.3–5 Here, the spatial
structure of the critical wave functions is known not to be
characterized by just a single �or a few� independent expo-
nent�s�, but by an infinite set thereof �“multifractality”�.
More precisely, wave-function statistics are encoded through
the ��q� spectrum or its Legendre transform, the singularity
spectrum f���.2–7

The ��q� spectrum is defined via the �generalized� inverse
participation ratio �IPR�,8 given by

Pq��i� � �
Ld

ddr��i�r��2q, Pq � L−��q�, �1.1�

where d is the spatial dimensionality of the system, Ld de-
notes the system volume, and ��i�r��2 is the probability den-
sity of a normalized eigenstate wave function �i�r� with en-
ergy �i, evaluated at the point r. For eigenenergies � lying
within a band of extended plane-wave states, ��q�=d�q−1�,
while exponentially localized states yield ��q��0 for L�	,

with 	 the localization length. Multifractal behavior refers to
nonlinear q dependence of the ��q� spectrum and occurs,
e.g., at the mobility edge �=�c in a disordered three-
dimensional �3D� system of noninteracting electrons.9 The
singularity spectrum f��� is related to the ��q� spectrum
through the Legendre transformation

f��� = q� − ��q�,
d��q�

dq
= � . �1.2�

The set of points at which an eigenfunction takes the value
���r��2�L−� is distributed according to the weight Lf���;4,10

in this sense, the singularity spectrum characterizes the inter-
woven fractal measures of the sample associated with differ-
ently scaling components of wave-function intensity. The
wave-function statistics have been studied experimentally
using thin microwave cavities;11 a very broad distribution of
the wave-function intensity, indicative of multifractal behav-
ior, was indeed observed.2,6,12 In a very recent development,
scanning tunneling spectroscopy has been used to map the
local density of states of extended and localized wave func-
tions across the IQHP transition.13

The multifractal spectrum ���q� or f���� at a delocaliza-
tion critical point is universal and thus serves as a “finger-
print” of the spatial structure of wave functions. Spectra have
been computed numerically at myriad delocalization transi-
tions occurring in various spatial dimensions �see, e.g., Refs.
4, 5, and 14–23�. In particular, extensive numerical studies of
the IQHP transition5,15,17 employing different microscopic
models have convincingly established the universality of the
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entire f��� spectrum. Recent work includes that of Refs. 19
and 20, which aim in part at decrypting the critical �confor-
mal field� theory describing the plateau transition.

To compute the entire multifractal spectrum analytically
is, however, a very difficult task in generic systems. This is
even more so because it is a nonanalytic function of q or �.
As emphasized in Refs. 3, 24, and 25, this nonanalyticity is
related to the fact that the ��q� and f��� spectra are defined
for a typical representative wave function, drawn in principle
from a system in a single, fixed realization of the static dis-
order. On the contrary, analytical methods �i.e., those based
on field theories� are best suited for calculating quenched
averaged quantities. To be precise, we define, following
Refs. 24–26, two sets of multifractal statistics in terms of the
IPR defined in Eq. �1.1�

��q� � −
d�ln Pq�
d ln L

, �1.3a�

�̃�q� � −
d ln�Pq�
d ln L

. �1.3b�

In this equation, the overbar ¯ represents an average over
realizations of the quenched disorder. The typical ��q� spec-
trum in Eq. �1.1� obtains from the log of the IPR for a rep-
resentative wave function; since the latter quantity is ex-
pected to be self-averaging at the delocalization
transition,16,24–26 we may introduce an additional, though re-
dundant ensemble average over disorder realizations, as in
Eq. �1.3a�. We have also defined �̃�q� in Eq. �1.3b�, which
obtains from the average of the IPR itself. The averaged IPR
can be encoded through the moments of the local density of
states �LDOS� operator in an effective low-energy field
theory �see Sec. II, below�; then, the scaling dimensions of
the LDOS moment operators directly determine �̃�q�. No
such effectively local construction exists for the typical spec-
trum ��q�, and in fact “nonlocal” �or more precisely, “mul-
tilocal”� correlations play an essential role27–30 in the “termi-
nation” �defined below� of the typical ��q�, as we show in
this paper.

For not too large �q�, one expects that

��q� = �̃�q� , �1.4�

which is the case when the IPR Pq represents a self-
averaging quantity �see Sec. III C for a review�. At suffi-
ciently large �q�, however, Pq becomes broadly
distributed2,12,16,24,25,31 and the corresponding �̃�q� spectrum,
dominated now by “rare events” induced by the disorder av-
eraging procedure, deviates from ��q�.32 While �̃�q� is al-
ways easier to evaluate analytically, it is ��q� that is most
easily obtained from a representative wave function in

numerics.4,5 By comparison, the average �̃�q� and f̃��� spec-
tra were computed only recently via numerics at the IQHP
�Ref. 17� and Anderson18,22 transitions.33

In this paper, we calculate the typical multifractal spec-
trum at the Anderson MIT in the unitary1 �broken time-
reversal� symmetry class of disordered, normal metals in d
�2. The spectrum �̃�q� associated to the averaged IPR,
evaluated at the metal-insulator transition in d=2+�, was

obtained long ago8,34–36 via standard perturbative renormal-
ization group �RG�. The form of the typical ��q� has been
argued before only on heuristic grounds.3,25 We compute
here the typical spectrum directly using an �analytical� func-
tional renormalization-group �FRG� scheme28–30 previously
employed in the study of wave-function statistics in a special
class of disordered Dirac fermion models in two dimensions
�2D�.24,26–30,37–42

A. Average vs typical spectra and termination

In the field theory description of Anderson localization
�especially the nonlinear sigma model �NL
M�
formulation1,43 reviewed in Sec. II�, the exponent �̃�q�, q
�N of the averaged IPR can be read off from the scaling
dimensions xq

� and x1
� of local composite operators Oq�r� and

O1�r�, which represent the qth and first moments of the
LDOS, respectively,8,44,45

�̃�q� = d�q − 1� + xq
� − qx1

�. �1.5�

�See Sec. II for details.� For example, at the Anderson metal-
insulator transition in d=2+� dimensions in the unitary sym-
metry class, one obtains34–36

xq
� = − �q�q − 1� + O��2q2�q − 1�2� , �1.6a�

x1
� = 0, �1.6b�

� = 	�/2 + O��5/2� . �1.6c�

We can define a corresponding average singularity spectrum
via

f̃��� � q� − �̃�q�,
d�̃�q�

dq
= � ,

=d − f̃2�� − �0�2 + O�	��� − �0�3� , �1.7�

where

f̃2 =
1

4�
+ O��� , �1.8a�

�0 = d + � + O��5/2� . �1.8b�

The corrections to �O�¯ � terms in� Eqs. �1.6a�, �1.6c�, �1.7�,
�1.8a�, and �1.8b� obtain at the fourth loop order36 �or be-
yond� in the epsilon expansion. By contrast, Eq. �1.6b� is
exact and is equivalent to the statement that the average �glo-
bal� density of states is noncritical at the MIT in the unitary
symmetry class.46–48 In the present paper, we work only to
the lowest nontrivial order in the expansion parameter 	�.
The consistency of the � expansion in dealing with high mo-
ments of the LDOS operator is demonstrated in Sec. IV. Re-
sults similar to Eqs. �1.6a�, �1.6b�, and �1.6c� were first com-
puted for the time-reversal invariant orthogonal8,49 symmetry

class. The so-obtained f̃��� spectrum is consistent with large-
scale numerics.18

If one were to reconstruct the probability distribution of
the wave-function amplitudes from the average spectra �Eqs.
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�1.5� and �1.7��, a quadratic � dependence of f̃��� implies
log-normal asymptotics of the distribution function.44,45,50–52

The precursor of this broad distribution is already visible at
the crossover from the ballistic to diffusive regime, where
wave functions start to show �weak� Anderson localization.1

In this “prelocalized” regime, renormalization-group studies
of an �extended� NL
M,44,45 as well as semiclassical analy-
ses of the supersymmetric �SUSY� NL
M �Refs. 50–52�
predict that the distribution of the wave-function amplitudes
starts to deviate from the Gaussian, developing a log-normal
tail.6,45 As it obtains from the �̃�q� spectrum associated with
the average of the IPR,44,45 this tail reflects the influence of
rare realizations of the disorder and so-called “anomalously
localized states.”50–52 Even though the tail of the distribution
is still small, describing rare events in the mesoscopic re-
gime, it is responsible for anomalous current relaxation,
which is slower than expected from the Drude formula.45,50

For small 	� �i.e., weak disorder� and q not too large, one

might be inclined to expect that the results for �̃�q� and f̃���
in Eqs. �1.5�–�1.8b� should not differ substantially from ��q�
and f���, respectively. However, the range of applicability of
Eq. �1.7� to the typical f��� is limited to �−����+, where,
to lowest order

� � �	d  	��2 + ¯ , �1.9�

so that f���=0. For ���+ and ���−, the average singu-

larity spectrum f̃��� becomes negative, which does not make
sense if it is interpreted for a typical wave function �see the
discussion following Eq. �1.2�, above�. These thresholds de-
fine the critical values qc

 of q for the ��q� spectrum through

qc
 �

df̃����
d�

=  qc + ¯ ,

qc =	 d

�
� 
8

�
�1/4

+ O��1/4� . �1.10�

�The IPR Pq, as well as the typical and average multifractal
spectra ��q� and �̃�q� can be extended to negative q using the
notion of box probabilities4,5—see Ref. 53 for details.�

For q�qc
+, q�qc

−, the typical spectrum ��q� deviates
completely from the average �̃�q�, given by Eqs. �1.5�–�1.6c�
to lowest order in the epsilon expansion. Indeed, it can be
rigorously proved4 that the ��q� spectrum �as defined for a
typical wave function� must be a monotonically increasing
function of q; by comparison, the average spectrum �̃�q� in
Eqs. �1.5�–�1.6c� is monotonically decreasing for q� �d
+�� /2�. For q�qc

+, q�qc
−, the rare maxima �minima� of

the wave-function amplitude dominate the IPR �Eq. �1.1��, as
computed for a representative wave function in a fixed dis-
order realization. In this regime, the associated ��q� is linear
in q. By contrast, Eq. �1.4� holds for qc

−�q�qc
+. In

Fig. 1, we plot the average spectrum �̃�q� as given by
Eqs. �1.5�–�1.6c�, as well as our final result for the typical
spectrum ��q�, which we obtain in Sec. III of this paper
�Eq. �3.25�, below�.

We say that the multifractal behavior of the typical ��q�
spectrum “terminates” at q=qc

. This result in turn implies

that the singularity spectrum f��� must also suffer “termina-
tion,” i.e., vanish outside of the range bounded by �. The
paramount distinction between typical vs average spectra is
therefore summarized as follows: the termination of ��q� and
f��� reflects the dominance of rare amplitude extrema occur-
ring in a representative wave function computed for a par-
ticular configuration of the disorder, whereas the deviation of

�̃�q� and f̃��� from the former reflects the influence of rare
disorder realizations that enter into the averaged IPR, Pq
�Eq. �1.3b��.

B. Operator product expansion and the functional
renormalization group

The dimension xq
� �q� �1,2 , . . .� in Eqs. �1.5� and �1.6a�

describes the scaling of the disorder-averaged qth LDOS mo-
ment at criticality, represented by the operator Oq�r�. In or-
der to extract the evolution of the typical value of an LDOS
moment, we require a scaling equation for its entire probabil-
ity distribution: a functional RG approach will turn out to be
necessary. We will demonstrate that the scaling of the typical
LDOS moments determines the ��q� spectrum.

A key technical difference distinguishing the calculation
of the typical ��q� spectrum from that of the average �̃�q�

FIG. 1. Sketch of the multifractal spectra at the unitary class
Anderson MIT. In the top panel, the heavy solid line corresponds to
the average spectrum �̃�q�, defined by Eq. �1.3b� in the text, as
obtained at the lowest nontrivial order in the � expansion �Eqs.
�1.5�–�1.6c�� �Refs. 34–36�. For comparison, the heavy dashed line
in the same plot is the linear spectrum for a plane-wave state,
�̃�q�=��q�=d�q−1�. In the bottom panel, the solid and dot-dashed
heavy line segments represent the typical spectrum ��q�, defined by
Eq. �1.3a�, as obtained in this paper via the functional renormaliza-
tion group �see Eq. �3.25��. For qc

−�q�qc
+ �solid segment of the

curve in the bottom panel�, the typical and average spectra coincide.
By contrast, the typical spectrum is linear for q�qc

−, q�qc
+ �beyond

“termination”�, as depicted by the dot-dashed curve segments in the
bottom panel. The two curves in the top panel are rendered as faint
gray lines in the bottom, for comparison. Inset in the top �bottom�
panel depicts the average �typical� singularity spectrum at the uni-
tary class MIT corresponding to the as-sketched �̃�q� ���q��.
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spectrum is that different LDOS moments couple to each
other along the FRG flow. This coupling among the moments
is encoded in the operator product expansion �OPE� of the
scaling operators at the delocalization critical point

Oq�r�Oq��r�� =
Cq,q�

q+q�

�r − r��xq
�+x

q�
�

−x
q+q�
� Oq+q�
 r + r�

2
� + ¯ .

�1.11�

Whenever the OPE coefficient Cq,q�
q+q��0, lower moments

generate higher ones upon the RG transformation. The �xq
�

satisfy the convexity relation54

xq+q�
�

� xq
� + xq�

�
� 0 �1.12�

for q ,q��1. Since the �xq
� are negative here, Eq. �1.12�

indicates that higher moments are much more relevant and
hence we are forced to retain all mutually coupled moments
in the theory without being able to resort to truncation. The
FRG allows us to organize and track the entire infinite tower
of LDOS moment operators. The nonzero OPE coefficient

Cq,q�
q+q� leads to a nonlinearity within the FRG; the unbounded

broadening suggested by the q dependence of xq
� �reflecting

the ever more relevant nature of the corresponding operators,
with increasing q� is balanced by this nonlinearity. For small-
enough values of q, the nonlinearity will entirely offset the
unbounded broadening and render it inconsequential,
whereas for sufficiently large values of q, this will result in
the termination of the typical ��q� spectrum.

The mechanism described above is known to be respon-
sible for the termination of the multifractal spectrum in a
special �so-called “chiral”� �Ref. 55� symmetry class of 2D
models, possessing quenched disorder. Carpentier and Le
Doussal28,29 pioneered the use of the FRG technique in their
study of the random-phase XY �gauge glass� model. This
method was later applied29 to the problem37 of a 2D massless
Dirac fermion, subject to a static, random Abelian vector
potential. The FRG provided direct confirmation of the mul-
tifractal termination for this problem, a result previously
conjectured24,38 for the vector potential model. Later, Mudry
et al.30 extended the FRG to a more general 2D disordered
Dirac model belonging to the symmetry class BDI �chiral
orthogonal symmetry class�. �We have adopted the nomen-
clature for quantum disorder classes employed in Ref. 55.� In
these works, the FRG equation constructed from the set of

operator scaling dimensions xq
� and OPE coefficients Cq,q�

q+q�

�Eq. �1.11�� takes the form of the so-called Kolmogorov-
Petrovsky-Piscounov �KPP� equation,56 which describes
nonlinear diffusion in one dimension. It is the nontrivial be-
havior of the long-time asymptotics of the solution to the
KPP equation that is responsible for the termination. We will
show that the same equation arises in the general context of
the typical ��q� spectrum in the unitary symmetry class at the
Anderson MIT critical point in d=2+� �with obvious exten-
sions to additional symmetry classes�.

C. Outline

Using the framework of the fermionic replica �compact�
NL
M approach,1,43,57 we compute the OPE coefficient

Cq,q�
q+q� at the critical point in d=2+� for the unitary class.

Combining this result with the scaling dimensions given by
Eqs. �1.6a�, �1.6b�, and �1.6c�, we formulate the functional
renormalization group for the tower of LDOS moment op-
erators that enters into the computation of the typical ��q�
spectrum. Then we use the FRG to demonstrate that the same
mechanism active in the 2D Dirac models,28–30 discussed
above, leads to the termination of the multifractal spectrum
at the MIT. We obtain the ��q� spectrum for a typical wave
function, which agrees with previous heuristic
arguments.16,25

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we review the connection between the IPR and the local
density of states and we introduce a generating function that
will be used to determine the typical ��q� spectrum. We then
establish conventions for the fermionic replica NL
M and
identify the composite operators that represent moments of
the local density of states in the low-energy field theory. In
Sec. III, we use the OPE of the LDOS moment operators at
the MIT as input into the FRG, which then allows us to
compute the scaling behavior of the generating function in-
troduced in Sec. II. We thereby obtain the typical ��q� spec-
trum. We discuss our results and draw conclusions in Sec. IV.

The derivation of the OPE of the operators �Oq�r� repre-
senting the LDOS moments, which constitutes the technical
field-theoretic content of this work, has been relegated to
Sec. V. In this section, we rederive the anomalous scaling
dimensions of the LDOS moment operators and we compute
the required OPE coefficient between properly normalized
versions of these. The results obtained are invoked as needed
in the earlier Sec. III, so the reader that is less interested in
calculational details may skip Sec. V entirely.

II. DEFINITIONS AND MODEL

A. Extracting multifractality from the LDOS—typical spectra

Consider the LDOS, defined as

���,r� =
− 1

�
Im GR��;r,r� = �

i

��� − �i���i�r��2, �2.1�

where the retarded Green’s function is given by

GR��;r,r�� = �
i

�i�r��i
��r��

� − �i + i�
, �2.2�

with �→0+. On the metallic side of the delocalization tran-
sition, we cannot relate Pq���, defined in terms of a single
wave function by Eq. �1.1�, directly to the LDOS.8 In order
to use the field theory approach, we require that the LDOS
constitute a smooth, well-defined function of energy in a
closed, finite-size system; this necessitates the retention of
the finite-energy level broadening ���, where � is the glo-
bal level spacing. �Although a formal device in this context,
the broadening may be attributed to, e.g., inelastic relaxation
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processes neglected in the noninteracting, single-particle
approach.�

We define8

1

Ld�q−1�p�q����
�

� ddr� q��,r�

�� ddr���,r��q . �2.3�

The quantity p�q���� denotes the participation ratio, which
receives contributions from states with energies residing in a
window of width � about �. On the metallic side of the
transition, the right-hand side �RHS� of Eq. �2.3� should
scale identically as Eq. �1.1�.8

It will prove useful to introduce the moment generating
function for the qth power of the LDOS

Fq��;L� � �exp�− �� ddr� q��,r��� , �2.4�

where the angle brackets �¯ � denote a suitable ensemble
average over realizations of the quenched disorder; L is the
linear system size. Using the identity

ln � = �
0

� d�

�
�e−� − e−��� �2.5�

and replacing Pq with the RHS of Eq. �2.3� in Eq. �1.3a�, the
typical multifractal spectrum exponent ��q� may be written
as

��q� =
d

d ln L
�

0

� d�

�
�Fq��;L� − qF1��;L�� . �2.6�

Our goal is to compute the scaling behavior of the moment-
generating function Fq�� ;L� and thereby obtain the typical
��q� spectrum via Eq. �2.6�. In closing this section, we note
that the evaluation of Eq. �2.6� using the lowest-order cumu-
lant expansion for Fq�� ;L� recovers the average �̃�q� spec-
trum, Eq. �1.5�; we will discuss this point in detail in Sec. III.
�See Eq. �3.3� and the text that follows it.�

B. NL�M formulation

We examine in this paper the properties of the multifractal
spectrum at the Anderson MIT in the unitary symmetry class.
The critical point itself is accessed via the standard perturba-
tive � expansion in d=2+� dimensions, with 0���1. Our
low-energy, effective-field theory starting point is the com-
pact replica NL
M,1,43,57 defined by the functional integral

Z �� D�Q̂�e−S,

where

S�Q̂� �
1

2t
� ddr Tr��Q̂ · �Q̂� − h� ddr Tr��̂zQ̂� .

�2.7�

In this equation, the “temperature” t is inversely proportional
to the dimensionless dc conductance of the disordered metal,

while the “external field” h serves as an infrared regulator,
coupling to the LDOS operator, as defined below. The sym-

bol Q̂ denotes a 2n�2n Hermitian matrix field satisfying

Q̂2�r� = Î2n, Tr Q̂�r� = 0. �2.8�

The constant matrix

�̂z = diag�În,− În� �2.9�

sets the �trivial� saddle point for the action defined by Eq.
�2.7�. The identity in the space of 2n�2n and n�n square

matrices is denoted by Î2n and În in Eqs. �2.8� and �2.9�,
respectively. In these equations, n is proportional to the num-
ber of replicas, with n→0 at the end of the calculation.1,43

The target space of the NL
M is the compact coset
G�2n� /G�n��G�n�, where G=O ,U ,Sp for the orthogonal,
unitary, and symplectic symmetry classes, respectively. In
the following, we focus upon the unitary universality class,
G=U. At the same time, we stress that the functional
renormalization-group procedure presented in Sec. III is
completely general and can be applied to the termination of
the typical multifractal spectrum at any critical delocalization
fixed point, given an appropriate tower of LDOS operators,
their scaling dimensions, and operator product expansion co-
efficients. The field theory in Eqs. �2.7� and �2.8� can be
derived57 from a microscopic Grassmann path integral de-
scribing a system of noninteracting fermions, lacking time-
reversal invariance, averaged over configurations of a Gauss-
ian, white noise-correlated random potential.

We employ “
-�” coordinates47 on the target manifold

Q̂ = ��În − ŴŴ†�1/2 Ŵ

Ŵ† − �În − Ŵ†Ŵ�1/2� . �2.10�

For the unitary class, Ŵ�r�→W�
��r� is an unconstrained,

complex-valued matrix, with � ,�� �1, . . . ,n.
Noninteracting electrons residing in d�2 spatial dimen-

sions and subject to quenched disorder possess a diffusive
metallic phase, defined as the presence of extended wave
functions at the Fermi energy, provided that the disorder is
sufficiently weak. The disorder strength is quantified by the
“bare” conductance at the scale of the mean-free path, pro-
portional to 1 / t in the effective-field theory �Eq. �2.7��. In
direct analogy with the O�3� /O�2� NL
M description of
classical magnetic ordering,58–60 the “low-temperature”
�weak disorder� regime 0� t� t� of the model in Eq. �2.7�
exhibits spontaneous continuous symmetry breaking, so that

the “
” fields �În−ŴŴ†�1/2 and �În−Ŵ†Ŵ�1/2, which form the

diagonal elements of the Q̂ matrix in the parameterization of
Eq. �2.10�, acquire nonzero expectation values throughout
the diffusive metallic phase. By contrast, the off-diagonal

“�” fields Ŵ and Ŵ† represent small spatial fluctuations with
vanishing mean in this regime. Here, t= t��0 locates the
MIT in d=2+�.

An unusual aspect of the theory of the MIT transcribed in
Eq. �2.7� is the fact that this spontaneous symmetry breaking
occurs also at the delocalization transition itself �t= t�� and
survives even into the insulating �“high-temperature”� phase
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�t� t��.46,47 In the effective NL
M field theory, the trace of

the matrix �̂zQ̂�r� represents the LDOS ��� ,r� �Eq. �2.1��
for the disordered electron system8

���,r� � Tr��̂zQ̂�r��

= Tr��În − ŴŴ†�r��1/2

+ �În − Ŵ†Ŵ�r��1/2 . �2.11�

This is the same operator that appears in the action Eq. �2.7�,
where it couples to the external field parameter h. While the
character of the typical wave function changes from ex-
tended to localized upon traversing the mobility edge, as
encoded by, e.g., the typical multifractal exponent ��q� for
q�2 �Eq. �2.6��, the average density of states does not ex-
hibit critical behavior across the transition.46 The LDOS op-
erator on the RHS of Eq. �2.11� retains a nonzero expectation
value so long as the average density of states is nonvanish-

ing; consequently, the Q̂ matrix cannot be interpreted as an
order parameter for the MIT. Technically, this result �an ex-
ception to Goldstone’s theorem� �Ref. 47� obtains from the
NL
M only after the replica limit n→0 is taken.

For any nonzero, integral number of replicas n
� �1,2 , . . ., the model in Eq. �2.7� also possesses a �differ-
ent� second-order transition at t= tn

��0, separating a low-
temperature “ferromagnetic” phase �t� tn

�� from the high-
temperature “paramagnet” �t� tn

��. In contrast to the replica
limit n→0 appropriate to the description of electronic wave-
function �de�localization, the NL
M with n�1 is character-
ized by a restoration of the symmetry at the critical point
between the 
 �diagonal� and � �off-diagonal� components

of the Q̂ matrix within the parameterization given by Eq.
�2.10�. This is the conventional behavior expected for a clas-
sical statistical-mechanics model describing spontaneous
continuous symmetry breaking in the vicinity of the critical
point.

Let us assume that we are interested only in properties of
the NL
M given by Eq. �2.7� at the critical point, t= tn

�. Be-
cause the symmetry is restored at the transition, for nonzero
n, we are permitted to make the following U�2n� “rotation”

from �̂z to �̂x in Eq. �2.11�:

���,r� � Tr��̂zQ̂�r�� → Tr��̂xQ̂�r�� = Tr�Ŵ�r� + Ŵ†�r�� ,

�2.12�

where �̂x denotes the block Pauli matrix generalizing Eq.
�2.9� in the standard basis.

In the technical field-theoretic portion of this paper, Sec.
V, we employ the NL
M defined by Eqs. �2.7�–�2.10� to
extract the properties of the LDOS operator and its moments.
Our strategy is to work, as usual, at fixed, integral n�1
throughout the intermediate stages of our computations. At
the critical point in d=2+�, we are then free to employ the
LDOS representation given by the RHS of Eq. �2.12�. Only
at the end of our work will we perform the required analytic
continuation n→0 �which smoothly deforms tn

�→ t��, so as
to obtain �perturbative� results appropriate to the MIT.

C. LDOS moments as composite eigenoperators

Higher integral moments of the LDOS can be similarly
represented by local composite operators in the NL
M. The
RG transformation does not preserve the form of an operator

� p = �Tr�Ŵ + Ŵ†��p, �2.13�

obtained by taking a power of Eq. �2.12�. Nevertheless, such
a structure can be decomposed into invariant eigenoperators,
each of which possessing an independent scaling dimension.

This idea is most easily understood via analogy to the
simpler O�3� /O�2� model,58–60 to which the field theory de-
fined by Eqs. �2.7�–�2.10� reduces for the case of n=1 �since
U�2� /U�1��U�1��SU�2� /U�1��O�3� /O�2��. In this
NL
M, the target manifold is simply the two-sphere, param-
eterized by the unconstrained transverse coordinates �

��x i�y, with z component 
=	1−�+�−. A complete ba-
sis of local eigenoperators with no derivatives is the set of
ordinary spherical harmonics �Yl,m��+ ,�− ,
�. All operators
belonging to a given irreducible representation of the sym-
metry group possess the same renormalization; therefore,
any linear combination of spherical harmonics sharing a
common l value constitutes an eigenoperator. The field coor-
dinates � are themselves eigenoperators belonging to l=1,
as is the combination

� � �+ + �− � Y1,−1 − Y1,1. �2.14�

For an arbitrary integer moment of �, one can use angular-
momentum addition to establish the decomposition

��+ + �−�l = �
j=0

l

O j
�l�, �2.15�

where the eigenoperators O j
�l� are defined via

O j
�l� = �

m=−j

j

� j,m
�l� Y j,m��+,�−,
� , �2.16�

with certain coefficients � j,m
�l� . For the highest total angular-

momentum block j= l in Eq. �2.15�, one has

Ol
�l� = ��−

l + ¯ + �+
l � , �2.17�

since the “highest and lowest weight states” �+
l and �−

l are
eigenoperators proportional to Yl,l and Yl,−l, respectively.

The coefficients �� j,m
�l�  on the RHS of Eq. �2.16� are de-

termined entirely by group theory �i.e., are composed of
sums of products of appropriate Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients�,61 up to an overall m-independent normalization
for all operators belonging to a given total angular-
momentum block j. This normalization can be established
via the convention

Yl,−l �  l�−
l . �2.18�

In a similar fashion, the operator in Eq. �2.13� should be
decomposed into a sum of terms belonging to different irre-
ducible representations of the group U�2n�. Each such term
can be further decomposed into a linear combination of basis
operators with appropriate “magnetic” quantum numbers de-
termined by the transformation properties under the sub-
group U�n��U�n�.
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It is useful to push this analogy a little further. In order to
extract the typical ��q� spectrum in the unitary class model,
we need the scaling dimension of the most relevant eigenop-
erator �in the RG sense� contributing to each of the pth
LDOS moments in Eq. �2.13�, p� �1,2 , . . ., as well as the
OPE between pairs of such most relevant eigenoperators.
The most relevant eigenoperator contributing to the decom-
position of Eq. �2.13�, for a given fixed p, is analogous to the
highest �total� angular-momentum operator Ol

�l� contributing
to the lth moment of ��++�−� in Eq. �2.15�,62 with l= p.
�Precise definitions of the eigenoperators that we employ in
the U�2n� /U�n��U�n� NL
M are given by Eqs. �2.23� and
�2.24�, below.� In the O�3� /O�2� model, we can effectively
trade the operator Ol

�l�, which for large l is a complicated
sum of many terms according to Eq. �2.16�, for its lone
“lowest-weight state” component Yl,−l �Eqs. �2.17� and
�2.18��. Obviously, both operators share the same scaling di-
mension. Moreover, the structure of the OPE between Ol

�l�

and Ol�
�l�� follows from that of the product between their low-

est weight state constituents. Consider the following OPE at
zero coupling �t=0�,

 l l�Ol
�l�Ol�

�l�� = cl,l�
l+l� l+l�Ol+l�

�l+l��,

�Yl,−l + ¯��Yl�,−l� + ¯� = cl,l�
l+l��Yl+l�,−l−l� + ¯� ,

�2.19�

where we have defined the OPE coefficient

cl,l�
l+l� �

 l l�

 l+l�
. �2.20�

The crucial point is that the relative weight of each term
appearing in the expansion for the eigenoperator Ol

�l� �Eq.
�2.16�� is entirely fixed by group theory; only the overall
l-dependent normalization is arbitrary. The required OPE co-
efficient in Eq. �2.20� is then determined by just this normal-
ization for the lowest weight state operators, Eq. �2.18�. Of
course, this argument neglects loop corrections, which may
modify the value of the OPE coefficient given by Eq. �2.20�,
computable systematically within the � expansion. This,
however, cannot alter the structure of Eq. �2.19�.

With the above in mind, we consider the component

�Tr Ŵ�p �2.21�

of the LDOS moment in Eq. �2.13�. As opposed to the sphere

model discussed above, this pure Ŵ power does not represent
an eigenoperator for n�1. However, a useful subset63 of the
RG eigenoperators can be built out of p-fold products of �
�W�

�� field matrix elements

Op��1�2 . . . �p�Y
�1�2. . .�p �r� �

1

p!
W��1�

�1 W�2

�2 . . . W��p�Y
�p , �2.22�

where �¯ �Y means a suitable symmetrization prescribed by
a Young tableau Y. For fixed p, the most relevant operator
�in the sense of the RG, at the MIT in d=2+�� is given by
the totally antisymmetric Young tableau8,34

Op��1�2. . .�p�
�1�2. . .�p �r� � 
 1

p!
�2

�
P

sgn�P��W�P�1�

�1 . . . W�P�p�

�p � ,

�2.23�

with P a permutation of p symbols; sgn�P� denotes the sign
of the permutation. Because of the antisymmetrization re-
quirement, each distinct operator defined through Eq. �2.23�
is identified by any permutation of a complete set of indices
��i satisfying �1��2� ¯ ��p and similarly for the ��i.
Indices range from 1 to n, so that many different operators
can be associated to each integral moment of the LDOS, at
least for sufficiently large n.

Physically, we would like establish a one-to-one corre-
spondence between the pth LDOS moment ���� ,r��p in the
disordered electron system and a single, unique operator Op
in the NL
M field theory that represents its most relevant
component. This can be accomplished by tracing over pairs
of indices in Eq. �2.23� in the following fashion:

Op�r� � �
�1=1

n

. . . �
�p=1

n

Op��1�2. . .�p�
�1�2. . .�p �r� . �2.24�

With this definition, the eigenoperators

O2 =
�Tr�Ŵ��2 − Tr�Ŵ2�

�2!�2 ,

O3 =
�Tr�Ŵ��3 − 3 Tr�Ŵ2�Tr�Ŵ� + 2 Tr�Ŵ3�

�3!�2 ,

etc., are easily recognized as natural deformations of the
LDOS moments obtained by taking powers of Eq. �2.21�.63

Moreover, we will establish in Sec. V that the set �Op closes
under the OPE up to less relevant operators generated on the
right-hand side of Eq. �1.11�, which we may ignore. This is a
sufficient condition to apply the functional renormalization-
group method. In summary, the operators defined by Eqs.
�2.23� and �2.24� constitute the most relevant component�s�
of the pth moment of the LDOS8,34,63 at the MIT and hence
dominate its scaling behavior there.

D. Augmented NL�M

At the metal-insulator critical point, the scaling of the
average IPR Pq �i.e., the multifractal exponent �̃�q�, Eq.
�1.3b�� can be extracted solely from the scaling dimensions
xp

� of the local composite operators Op��1�2. . .�p�
�1�2. . .�p �r� or Op�r�,

with p� �1,q—this is the content of Eq. �1.5� in Sec. I. By
contrast, the probability distribution functions of the IPR and
LDOS �reflected by the typical multifractal exponent ��q�,
Eq. �1.3a�� are described by the complicated generating func-
tion Fq�� ;L�, introduced in Eq. �2.4�. In the low-energy
theory, F1�� ;L� can be represented by the NL
M in Eq. �2.7�
with a bare nonzero external field parameter h0 given by

h0 = − � . �2.25�

Performing a renormalization-group transformation upon the
NL
M with h0�0 generically produces higher powers of
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the LDOS operator as new perturbations to the action S, so
that terms of the form

�S = − ym� ddr�Tr��̂zQ̂�r��m, �2.26�

for example, will be generated. Here, ym is a coupling con-
stant. The structure in Eq. �2.26� is not invariant under the
RG; with further iterations, it will �a� mix with other terms
sharing the same “engineering” dimension and �b� fuse with
other terms and with itself to produce new perturbations.
Among the flood of structures that arise, we will focus only
upon the most relevant terms that determine the leading scal-
ing behavior for the generating function F1�� ;L� of the
LDOS and its moments. Anticipating the generation of
higher moments upon renormalization, we should augment
the action in Eq. �2.7� �with h0=0� by a term of the form

�S � − �
p=1

�

yp� ddrOp�r� , �2.27�

where the “traced” moment operators Op were defined above
by Eq. �2.24�.

At tree level, the operators defined by Eqs. �2.23� and
�2.24� are dimensionless, so that the corresponding coupling
constants �yp are strongly relevant perturbations to the
NL
M action. As discussed in Sec. I B, they prove even
more relevant at the nontrivial fixed point �perturbatively
accessible Anderson MIT�. Moreover, the higher moments
are more relevant compared to the lower ones �Eq. �1.12��.
The FRG approach tracks the scaling behavior of this entire
tower of operators and uses this data to make nontrivial pre-
dictions about observable statistics, such as the typical
LDOS. Within the FRG framework, only two pieces of in-
formation are needed: first, the scaling dimensions of the
operators in Eqs. �2.23� and �2.24� and second, the coeffi-

cient Cq,q�
q+q� for the operator product Oq � Oq�→Oq+q�, as de-

fined by the OPE in Eq. �1.11�. All quantities are to be evalu-
ated at the MIT in d=2+�.

We use a two-stage approach to the renormalization of the
“extended” NL
M �the action Eq. �2.7� supplemented with
Eq. �2.27��. The idea is to first locate the nontrivial metal-
insulator fixed point in d=2+�, obtained via the standard �
expansion by renormalizing the theory in Eq. �2.7� with h
→0. �We will use dimensional regularization.� We then com-
pute the OPE �Eq. �1.11�� at the MIT to the lowest nontrivial
order in 	�. Finally, we run a “one-loop” RG calculation at
this nontrivial fixed point for the full model defined by Eqs.
�2.7� and �2.27�. The required one-loop functional
renormalization-group equation is obtained from the OPE.64

Note that since we are interested in LDOS and IPR statistics
at the Anderson metal-insulator transition �t= t�� rather than
in the diffusive metallic phase �t� t��, we are required to run
the FRG at this nontrivial fixed point.65

In order to streamline the presentation, the above-
described field theory calculations are relegated to the last
Sec. V of this paper. The obtained results required for the

functional RG are simply invoked as needed in the next Sec.
III, so that the reader less interested in calculational details
may avoid Sec. V entirely.

III. FUNCTIONAL RG FOR THE TYPICAL �(q)
SPECTRUM

A. From coupled RG to KPP equations

The typical ��q� spectrum, defined in Sec. I by Eq. �1.3a�,
can be extracted from the generating function Fq�� ;L�, intro-
duced in Eq. �2.4�. The relationship is expressed by Eq. �2.6�.
In terms of the NL
M formulation reviewed in Secs.
II B–II D, Fq�� ;L� may be encoded as

Fq��;L� � �exp��
p=1

�
�pq�!

p!
ypq� ddr�Opq��r��� ,

�3.1�

where q=1,2 ,3 , . . . and �Opq��r� is a “renormalized and nor-
malized” LDOS moment eigenoperator, defined by Eq.
�5.35� in the technical Sec. V of this paper. Note that here pq
denotes the product of the integers p and q. �Om��r� is just a
normalized version of the LDOS moment operator Om�r�,
defined previously via Eq. �2.24�. �The careful �RG scheme-
dependent� normalization of operators is an important tech-
nical step required for the accurate computation of correla-
tion functions at the MIT, as detailed in Sec. V. In this
section, we merely assert that the proper procedure has been
implemented.� The factor �pq� ! / p! in Eq. �3.1� sets the nor-
malization of the coupling constant ypq.66

Equation �3.1� generalizes Eq. �2.27� for the case of q
�1; in order to compute Fq�� ;L�, one must augment the bare
sigma model action with the operator tower
��Oq� , �O2q� , �O3q� , . . ., since through the OPE operators
representing lower integral LDOS moments generate new
ones representing higher integral multiples of these. For q
�1, the operators in Eq. �3.1� form a subset of those in Eq.
�2.27�. The expectation �¯ � in Eq. �3.1� is taken with re-
spect to the NL
M action at the MIT in d=2+�, Eq. �2.7�,
with h=0 and t= t�. The coupling constants �ypq take the
bare values

ypq�l = 0� = −
�

q!
�p,1. �3.2�

Here, l=ln L /L0 is the log of the spatial length scale L �e.g.,
the system size�, with L0 an arbitrary reference scale.

A simple, straightforward approach to computing Fq�� ;L�
is the cumulant expansion of Eq. �3.1�, evaluated at L=L0
�i.e. using the bare coupling constants in Eq. �3.2��,

Fq��;L0� � exp�− �� ddr��Oq�r���

+
�2

2!
� ddrddr���Oq�r���Oq�r����c + ¯� ,

�3.3�

where �O1O2�c��O1O2�− �O1��O2�, etc. To the first order in
the expansion,
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Fq��;L0� � exp�− �L0
d−xq

�

� . �3.4�

In this equation, xq
� denotes the negative scaling dimension of

the operator �Oq��r� at the MIT; for the unitary class studied
here, the result to lowest order in 	� was given by Eqs. �1.6a�
and �1.6c� above. Combining Eqs. �3.4� and �2.6�, we imme-
diately recover Eq. �1.4�: the lowest-order cumulant approxi-
mation to Fq�� ;L0� equates the typical ��q� spectrum with
�̃�q� �Eqs. �1.5�–�1.6c��, associated to the average of the IPR.
For sufficiently large LDOS moments with q�qc, where
qc�1 for perturbatively accessible ��1 �Eq. �1.10��, this
identification must break down �see the discussion in
Sec. I A�; an accurate computation of Fq�� ;L0� then appears
to require the retention of higher-order cumulants.

In fact, the cumulant expansion fails to converge for any
integral q�1, i.e. for both q�qc and qc�q�1. The source
of the problem is easily identified in Eq. �3.3�, where one
immediately sees the need for the OPE, as defined by Eq.
�1.11�. The second and higher cumulants in Eq. �3.3� involve
products of LDOS moment operators, integrated over the
sample volume. When two �or more� such operators ap-
proach the same spatial position, fusion can occur, in which
new, higher moment operators are generated through short-
distance regularization.28–30,60,64 At the MIT, the negative
scaling dimensions �xq

� of the LDOS moment operators
�Eqs. �1.6a�, �1.6b�, and �1.6c�� satisfy the convexity relation
given by Eq. �1.12�. Therefore, operators corresponding to
successively higher moments ��O2q� , �O3q� , . . . carry ever
more negative scaling dimensions and these produce ever
larger contributions to the cumulant expansion, even for
moderate q such that 1�q�qc. We therefore require an al-
ternative calculational strategy which simultaneously incor-
porates fusion processes to all orders.

Rather than compute the generating function Fq�� ;L� di-
rectly, we will use scaling arguments to extract its asymptotic
behavior in the large system size limit, L /L0→�. In Eq.
�3.1�, the LDOS moment operators ��Opq� perturb the action
of the critical field theory. It is well known that the lowest-
order RG equations for the set of conjugate coupling con-
stants �ypq follow directly from the operator product
expansion.64

In Sec. V, we demonstrate that �the properly normalized
versions of� the operators defined by Eq. �2.24� obey the
OPE given by Eq. �1.11� at the MIT in d=2+�. We find that
the OPE coefficient is given by the “tree level” �zero cou-
pling� amplitude

Cq,q�
q+q� =

�q + q��!
q ! q�!

+ O��� . �3.5�

These results are obtained as Eqs. �5.33� and �5.34� in Sec. V,
where we demonstrate that the lowest-order t��	� �one-
loop� correction to the OPE coefficient in Eq. �3.5� vanishes.
Using Eqs. �1.11� and �3.5�, one finds the infinite set of RG
equations64

dypq

dl
= �d − xpq

� �ypq +
Sd

2 �
m=1

p−1 
 p

m
�ymqy�p−m�q + O�y3� ,

�3.6�

where Sd is the surface area of the sphere in d dimensions.
Through the OPE, lower moment coupling constants always
generate higher ones; the convexity property in Eq. �1.12�
implies that, for p�p�, a nonzero ypq represents a much
more relevant perturbation than yp�q to the critical NL
M
action. Clearly we must retain the entire infinite set �ypq in
our analysis.

At first glance, the generation of infinitely many relevant
couplings would seem to imply nonuniversality: there are
infinitely many classes of solutions to the RG equations �3.6�
and hence there are infinitely many ways to depart from the
RG fixed point representing the MIT. This is consistent with
the fact that a random critical point should be characterized
by the entire distribution functions of physical quantities,
which can become very broad. At a delocalization critical
point, however, the multifractal ��q� and f��� spectra, asso-
ciated to a typical wave function in a fixed disorder realiza-
tion, are both self-averaging16,24–26 and universal.5,15,17,19,20

We will demonstrate that the FRG method gives a universal
prediction for ��q� and f���, below and above termination
�as defined in Sec. I A�, at the unitary class Anderson MIT in
d=2+� consistent with this picture.

We can trade the coupled set of ordinary differential equa-
tions in Eq. �3.6� for a single partial differential equation
�PDE� by defining the auxiliary generating function30

Gq�z,l� � G̃q�z̃, l̃� � 1 +
Sd

2d
�
p=1

�
�e−z�p

p!
ypq�l� , �3.7�

where we have introduced the “position coordinate” z.

G̃q�z̃ , l̃� is a “Galilean boost” of Gq�z , l� with

z̃ � z + �ql, l̃ � l . �3.8�

At the unitary class MIT in d=2+�, the parameter � has the
value given by Eq. �1.6c� to one-loop order. The construction
of Gq�z , l� is motivated by the idea of a cumulant generating
function for the LDOS moment operator �Oq�, imagining ypq
to play the role of the pth cumulant of �Oq�. At the same
time, we stress that both Fq�	 ; l� and Gq�z , l� incorporate
nonlocal correlations between LDOS moment operators, as
mediated by the OPE.

Using the RG equations �3.6� for the coupling constants
�ypq and the explicit form of xpq

� from Eqs. �1.6a�, �1.6b�,
and �1.6c�, one can easily show30 that G̃q�z̃ , l̃� satisfies the
following KPP equation:

1

d
�l̃G̃q = Dq�z̃

2G̃q + G̃q�G̃q − 1� , �3.9�

where we have introduced the effective diffusion constant
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Dq �
q2�

d
. �3.10�

The same Eq. �3.9� was obtained in previous FRG studies of
2D disordered systems.28–30

B. Solution to the KPP equation and results

The KPP equation �3.9� describes nonlinear diffusion phe-
nomena. The positive Dq in Eq. �3.10� reflects the diffusion
of the distribution function for the IPR, defined by Eq. �1.1�.
For high moments, q�1, this diffusion constant is very
large, indicating that the IPR becomes broadly distributed in
the large system size limit; in this regime, the �̃�q� spectrum
associated with the average IPR �Eq. �1.3b�� is dominated by
rare realizations of the disorder and loses its meaning with
respect to the typical wave function. The nonlinear term in

Eq. �3.9� appears because the generating functions G̃q�z̃ , l̃�
and Fq�� ;L� encode information about the typical ��q� spec-
trum; this nonlinearity arises through the OPE between
LDOS moment operators �Eqs. �1.11� and �3.5��. As ex-
plained in the paragraph following Eq. �3.3�, the OPE is the
essential ingredient required in the computation of ��q�,
which was missed in previous treatments8,44,45 of the Ander-
son MIT based on the NL
M approach.

Nonlinear PDEs are often not analytically solvable, but a
number of key results are known for the KPP equation. We
summarize here only those features essential to the compu-
tation of ��q�; for further details, consult Refs. 28–30 and
references therein. For a large class of initial conditions
which satisfy

lim
z̃→+�

G̃q�z̃,0� = 1, �3.11a�

lim
z̃→−�

G̃q�z̃,0� = 0, �3.11b�

G̃q�z̃ , l̃� converges to a stable traveling-wave solution propa-
gating in the positive z̃ direction,

G̃q�z̃, l̃ → �� → h�z̃ − c̃ql� , �3.12�

where the constant c̃q denotes the wave-front velocity. The
functional form of the traveling wave in Eq. �3.12� is sensi-

tive to the details of the initial condition at l̃=0. On the
contrary, for an initial wave front satisfying the asymptotic
property

G̃q�z̃ → + �,0� � 1 −  e−z̃, �3.13�

with  a pure number, the velocity c̃q is universal, depending
only upon the diffusion constant Dq, defined in the context of
the MIT by Eq. �3.10� above. Note that Eq. �3.13� constrains

G̃q only in the region penetrated by the wave front �Eq.

�3.12�� in the limit of large “renormalization time,” l̃→�.
Remarkably, the wave-front velocity is also insensitive to the

precise form of the nonlinear term F�G̃q�� G̃q�G̃q−1� in the
KPP equation �3.9�. In fact, the same velocity obtains from
KPP for any nonlinear forcing function satisfying the con-
straints

F�0� = F�1� = 0, F�G̃� � 0,

dF�G̃�

dG̃
� − 1,

dF�0̃�

dG̃
= − 1 �3.14�

for 0� G̃�1. In this sense, the KPP equation achieves a
strong version of universality.

Let us now return to the problem at hand, computing the
typical ��q� spectrum obtained at the MIT in the unitary class
for d=2+�. The initial condition for the KPP Eq. �3.9� im-
plied by Eq. �3.2� is

G̃q�z̃,0� = 1 −
�

q!

Sd

2d
e−z̃, �3.15�

consistent with only yq nonvanishing. Equation �3.15� satis-
fies the condition in Eq. �3.11a�, having the same form as
that expressed in Eq. �3.13�. In order to satisfy Eq. �3.11b�,
we must bind the amplitude 0� G̃q�z̃→−� ,0��1; to that
end, we deform Eq. �3.2� as follows:

yq�0� = −
�

q!
,

ypq�0� → 
 Sd

2d
�p−1

�yq�0��p, �3.16�

which leads to

G̃q�z̃,0� � exp�−
�

q!

Sd

2d
e−z̃� . �3.17�

Crucially, since Eq. �3.17� satisfies Eq. �3.13�, the
asymptotic traveling-wave velocity c̃q �Eq. �3.12�� depends
only upon the diffusion constant Dq, Eq. �3.10�. For the KPP
equation �3.9� satisfying Eqs. �3.11a�, �3.11b�, and �3.13�,
one finds qualitatively different behavior for Dq less than or
greater than 1 �Refs. 28–30�:

c̃q = �d�1 + Dq� , Dq � 1

2d	Dq, Dq � 1,
� �3.18�

Reversing the Galilean boost in Eq. �3.12� via Eq. �3.8�, we
see that

Gq�z,l → �� � h�z − cql� ,

cq � c̃q − �q . �3.19�

Let us try to understand the physics implied by Eq. �3.19�.
The generating function Gq�z , l� was defined via Eq. �3.7� in
terms of the infinite tower of coupling constants �ypq; the
latter were introduced in the NL
M definition of Fq�� ;L�,
Eq. �3.1�. Under a change of length scale �e.g. an incremental
increase in the sample size�, each ypq evolves according to
the RG Eq. �3.6�. If we neglect the nonlinear terms in this
equation due to the OPE, then each nonzero ypq grows under
renormalization according to its own scaling exponent cpq

�0�

�d−xpq
� ; a full characterization of the system requires the

specification of the entire set �cpq
�0�, p�N. As argued in Sec.
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I and below Eq. �3.6�, we nevertheless expect that a single,
well-defined exponent ��q� can be defined for the IPR asso-
ciated to a typical wave function even in the limit of rela-
tively “large” q. Equation �3.19� implies that, through the
OPE and the subsequent nonlinearity of the KPP equation,
the functional RG proves this assertion: the asymptotic scal-
ing of Gq�z , l� involves a single number, the velocity cq given
by Eqs. �3.18� and �3.19�, which we can think of as a “typi-
cal” scaling exponent.

Since Gq�z , l� tracks the scaling of coupling constants, we
infer that the set �ypq “fuses” into a single, typical coupling
yq

typ, up to less relevant perturbations to the critical NL
M
fixed point; we can then define an associated typical anoma-
lous dimension

xq
typ � d − cq

= �− �q�q − 1� , 1 � q � qc

d�1 − q� + q�	d − sgn�q�	��2, q � qc,
�
�3.20�

where we have used Eq. �3.10�. In this equation, the critical
value of qc corresponds to Dq=1, defined previously in Sec.
I by Eq. �1.10�.

We infer from Eq. �3.20� that Fq�� ;L� acquires the follow-
ing asymptotic form:

Fq��;L → �� � �exp�yq
typ� ddr�Oq

typ��r���
� exp�yq

typLd−xq
typ

� . �3.21�

As in Eq. �3.4�, we have evaluated Fq�� ;L� in the lowest-
order cumulant expansion; the crucial difference between
Eqs. �3.3� and �3.4� and Eq. �3.21� resides in the implied
order of operations. To obtain the final result in Eq. �3.21�,
we first coarse grain the system, say, by integrating-out
short-wavelength degrees of freedom �in a Wilsonian pic-
ture�. The coarse graining generates higher-order couplings
�ypq, p�1, through the nonlinear RG Eq. �3.6�. In the large
system size limit l=ln�L /L0�→�, a single, well-defined
typical coupling yq

typ emerges, associated to a new local op-
erator �Oq

typ��r�, whose scaling dimension is given by Eq.
�3.20�. Finally, we evaluate Fq�� ;L→�� to lowest order in
the cumulant expansion, which gives Eq. �3.21�. This is ex-
pected to be a correct representation of the asymptotic scal-
ing limit because the functional RG has already built all of
the most relevant operator “fusions” into the definition of
�Oq

typ��r�. The emergence of the associated yq
typ and xq

typ has
been proven above using the properties of the KPP equation,
Eq. �3.9�.

Finally, we extract the typical ��q� spectrum. As obtained
in the limit of large but finite renormalization, the typical
coupling yq

typ should have an analytic expansion in powers of
the parameter � �cf. Eqs. �3.2� and �3.16��. Up to an irrel-
evant rescaling, we may write

yq
typ = − � − �

m=2

�

Yqm
typ�m. �3.22�

Combining Eqs. �2.6� and �3.21�, we obtain

��q� �
d

d ln L
�

0

� d�

�
�eyq

typLd−xq
typ

− qey1
typLd−x1

typ

� . �3.23�

In the limit L→�, we may neglect all but the first term in
Eq. �3.22�, since d−xq

typ�0 for all q�1, provided ��4d.
This condition is always satisfied in the perturbatively acces-
sible regime, 0���1, where the parameter �=	� /2
+O����1 �Eq. �1.6c��. Then we obtain using Eq. �2.5�

��q� = d�q − 1� + xq
typ − qx1

typ. �3.24�

Equation �3.24� for the typical ��q� should be compared to
Eq. �1.5� for �̃�q�. In the perturbative regime ��1, we have
x1

typ=0 �Eq. �3.20��. Combining Eqs. �3.20� and �3.24�, we
arrive at our final result, the typical ��q� spectrum given by

��q� = �d�q − 1�
1 −
q

qc
2� , �q� � qc

d
1 −
sgn�q�

qc
�2

q , �q� � qc,� �3.25�

where qc=	d /� �Eq. �1.10��. In this equation, we have ex-
tended q from the positive integers to the entire real line �see
also Ref. 53�. The average �̃�q� and typical ��q� spectra are
respectively sketched in the top and bottom panels of Fig. 1
in Sec. I.

The singularity spectrum f��� was introduced in Eq. �1.2�.
The f��� corresponding to the typical ��q� in Eq. �3.25�, as
obtained from the Legendre transformation, is

f��� =�d −
�� − d − ��2

4�

=
qc

2��+ − ���� − �−�
4d

, �− � �� �+

0, � � �−,�+ � � .
�
�3.26�

The spectral cutoffs � were defined by Eq. �1.9�. As ex-
pected, f��� associated to the typical wave function is never
negative, as discussed in Sec. I �see also the top and bottom
panel insets in Fig. 1�. Equations �3.25� and �3.26� hold to
the lowest nontrivial order in 	�. The consistency of the
restriction to only the lowest-order contributions in the �
expansion is demonstrated in Sec. IV.

An alternative representation of multifractality invokes
the “generalized dimension” Dq, defined via

��q� � �q − 1�Dq. �3.27�

Spectral termination �Eqs. �3.25� and �3.26�� implies that
�+�Dq��−, with the boundary values associated to the
limits

lim
q→�

Dq = ��. �3.28�

Numerical computations of Dq for the typical wave function
confirm Eq. �3.28� �see, e.g., Refs. 14 and 15�.
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C. Comparison to other arguments

Our final results �3.25� and �3.26� agree with previous
heuristic arguments given in Refs. 16, 25, and 38. As ex-
plained below Eq. �1.2�, f��� describes the measure Lf��� of
the set of those points r where the eigenfunction � takes the
value ���r��2�L−�.10 Hence, the IPR Pq �Eq. �1.1�� can be
estimated as an integral

Pq � �
f����0

d� L−q�+f���. �3.29�

The integrand takes a maximum value at a saddle-point value
�, which defines the ��q�. For �q��qc, this saddle point is in
the integration domain, whereas for �q��qc, it is outside of
it. In the latter case, the integral is dominated by the bound-
ary value of �=��, where f����=0.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have provided a field theoretical description of the
termination of the multifractal spectrum ��q�, as defined for
the typical wave functions, at the Anderson MIT in d=2+�
for the unitary-disordered metal class. The essential ingredi-
ents of the calculation are evident in the formulation of Eqs.
�2.6� and �3.1�: these are the infinite set of properly normal-
ized LDOS moment operators ��Opq��r�, p�N, character-
ized by the negative scaling dimensions �xpq

�  in Eqs. �1.6a�,
�1.6b�, and �1.6c�. Each successive higher-moment operator
with p= �1,2 , . . . constitutes a more strongly relevant pertur-
bation to the critical RG fixed point that describes the MIT.
Through the OPE �Eq. �1.11��, lower moments always gen-
erate higher ones and a consistent treatment of the problem
requires that the entire infinite hierarchy of LDOS moment
operators is retained. Ordinarily, the advent of an infinity of
relevant scaling directions should cast serious doubt upon the
adequacy of single �or few� parameter scaling, at least with
respect to the investigated critical point; remarkably, the
FRG “absorbs” the entire LDOS moment tower and through
the �universal� properties of the long-time asymptotics of the
KPP equation, renders in the end a single, universal predic-
tion for the typical ��q�.

Physically, the relevant LDOS moments reflect the fact
that a random critical point should be characterized by the
distribution functions of physical quantities rather than their
mean, variance, or first few moments. The distribution of an
observable in the presence of quenched disorder can become
very broad due to the influence of rare events.44,45,50–52 In
principle, we need the FRG to obtain scaling for the entire
probability distribution.67 For large q, the IPR, defined by
Eq. �1.1� �or of its field-theoretic generalization, Eq. �2.3��,
constitutes such a broadly distributed observable.2,12,16,24,25,31

By comparison, a universal ��q� spectrum for the typical
wave function obtains because the log of the IPR is self-
averaging for all q.16,24–26

Technically, the FRG method implemented in Sec. III is
completely analogous to that employed previously28–30 in the
study of certain special 2D disordered field theories, possess-
ing an additional, “chiral” symmetry.55 �See the end of Sec.
I B for a description of these chiral models.� As in this prior

work, the FRG translates the infinite set of coupled flow
equations �3.6� into the KPP Eq. �3.9� for a certain �auxil-
iary� generating function. Through the asymptotic solution of
the KPP equation in the form of a propagating wave front,
the tower of relevant LDOS moment operators combines via
multiple OPEs into a single, typical operator �up to less rel-
evant perturbations�, characterized by the typical scaling di-
mension in Eq. �3.20�. The final results for ��q� and f���
�Eqs. �3.25� and �3.26�� are obtained via the FRG for the
unitary universality class, using only two inputs, evaluated at
the MIT: �i� the scaling dimensions �xq

� �associated to the
average operator scaling, already known from previous

work� �Refs. 8 and 34–36� and �ii� the OPE coefficient Cq,q�
q+q�,

Eq. �3.5� �computed in Sec. V to lowest nontrivial order in
	��. The former is specific to the unitary class, but we have
shown that the latter takes exactly the same form in the chiral
model calculations.28–30

In treating the unitary class, we have chosen to work only
to the lowest order in t��	�, i.e. to one loop. To this order,
the resulting singularity spectrum f��� given by Eq. �3.26� is
purely quadratic over the region �+����− �the so-called
“parabolic approximation”�.4,5,18–20 We now discuss the con-
sistency of working with the functional renormalization
group to this order in the � expansion. Corrections to the
LDOS moment scaling dimensions �xq

� are already known to
four loops,35,36

xq
� = −	�

2
q�q − 1� −

3	�3�
8

�2q2�q − 1�2 + O��5/2� ,

�4.1�

where 	�z� denotes the Riemann zeta function. �Equation
�4.1� implies that the quantity xq

� /q possesses an expansion in
the parameter q	�, with coefficients that are analytic func-
tions of 	�.� While the FRG method formally retains LDOS
moment operators ��Oq��r� to arbitrarily high orders in q, it
is crucial to note that the termination of the typical ��q�
spectrum �Eq. �3.25�� occurs at the finite value q=qc �Eq.
�1.10��; to lowest order,

qc
2 = 2	2/� + O�1� . �4.2�

Evaluating the four-loop scaling dimension in Eq. �4.1� at qc,
we obtain

xq=qc

� = − 2 + �2��1/4 + O��1/2� . �4.3�

The one-loop approximation consists of retaining only the
first term on the RHS of Eq. �4.1�, as well as the terms
written explicitly on the RHS of each of Eqs. �4.2� and �4.3�.
At termination �q=qc�, the higher-order loop corrections give
rise to additional terms in Eq. �4.3� that are down by higher
powers of �1/4 and these can be consistently neglected for
��1.

We cannot resist contemplating, at a very speculative
level, a naive extrapolation of our one-loop results to mod-
erate or even large �. First, note that Eq. �3.20� implies the
existence of a nonzero, typical scaling dimension x1

typ for the
first moment of the LDOS, when qc�1,
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x1
typ = d
1 −

1

qc
�2

, qc � 1. �4.4�

Using the lowest-order result in Eq. �4.2�, we then define

�F � ��qc = 1� � 8. �4.5�

At face value, a x1
typ�0 would imply that the typical LDOS

vanishes at the MIT. Equation �4.5� suggests that this be-
comes possible in the limit of large spatial dimensionality,
���F. Such a scenario does not contradict rigorous
results46,47 which prove that the average, global density of
state �DOS� remains uncritical �constant� across the transi-
tion for any spatial dimension d. Indeed, Bethe lattice
computations6,68 exhibit a typical LDOS that vanishes expo-
nentially across the transition;69 see also Refs. 70 and 71. As
the Bethe lattice can be equated with the limit of infinite
spatial dimensionality,3 this picture in fact appears consistent
with Eqs. �4.4� and �4.5� in the limit �→�, where upon
x1

typ→�.
It has been asserted3,72 that for Anderson localization, the

upper critical dimension duc=�, i.e., the Bethe lattice case.
For example, the arguments given in Ref. 72 were based in
part upon the �→� limit of the one-loop multifractal
spectrum8,9 at the Anderson transition �in the time-reversal
invariant �TRI� orthogonal class� in d=2+�; however, this
work failed to correctly distinguish the average �̃�q� from the
typical ��q� spectra. The naive extrapolation of the results of
the present work to large � suggests an alternate possibility.
To motivate the basic underlying idea, we note that for �
��F, the typical multifractal spectrum ��q� defined by Eqs.
�3.20� and �3.24� would take the form

��q� = �− d
1 −
q

qc
�2

, �q� � qc

2d

qc
�q − �q�� . �q� � qc.� �4.6�

This should be contrasted with Eq. �3.25�, which assumed
qc�1 �always the case in the perturbatively accessible re-
gime, 0���1—see Eq. �4.2��. Equation �4.6� shows that
��q�=0 for all q�qc when qc�1 ����F�. Thus the ��q�
spectrum “freezes” for dimensionalities above the threshold
dF�2+�F. An analogous freezing transition has been
predicted24,28–30,38,39 for the 2D chiral Dirac models dis-
cussed at the end of Sec. I B; in these models, the transition
occurs for quenched disorder fluctuation strengths larger than
some threshold values. Unlike the unitary metal class dis-
cussed here, the chiral model freezing transition has been
rigorously derived through strong randomness39 and FRG
arguments,26,28–30 which do not rely upon expansion in a
small parameter. By comparison, Eqs. �4.4� and �4.6� lie well
beyond the perturbatively accessible regime. Regardless, the
freezing scenario suggests the intriguing possibility of a fi-
nite dF�� for Anderson localization in the normal-metal
classes, which could perhaps serve as a finite upper critical
dimension. The existence of dF beyond the epsilon expansion
and its relation �if any� to duc are questions for future work.

V. OPERATOR PRODUCT EXPANSION AT THE
ANDERSON FIXED POINT: PERTURBATIVE

CALCULATION

In this final �technical� section, we provide a derivation of
the LDOS moment operator algebra required for the func-
tional RG construction in Sec. III. Using the NL
M frame-
work reviewed in Sec. II, we first rederive the anomalous
scaling dimensions of the LDOS moment operators intro-
duced in Sec. II C. We then turn to the perturbative evalua-
tion of the operator product expansion, as defined by Eq.
�1.11�, between properly normalized versions of these eigen-
operators.

A. Renormalization of the model

To begin, we consider the renormalization of the bare
NL
M defined by Eq. �2.7�. This calculation is
standard;1,43,73 we provide only our conventions necessary to
set up the computation and the corresponding results. Using

the parameterization in Eq. �2.10�, one obtains the Ŵ→W�
�

field propagator and vertex shown in Fig. 2. The propagator
is pictured in Fig. 2�a� as pair of counterdirected thin lines,
representing physically an ambulating electron-hole pair
�“diffuson”� and mathematically the linking of direct and
conjugate indices in two inequivalent representations of U�n�
�since the maximum compact subgroup of U�2n� is U�n�
�U�n��. Equivalently, in the unitary class with this param-
eterization, the field W�

� is Wick-contracted only with its ad-
joint W�

†�; this fact is indicated by the thick arrows in Fig. 2,
which also encode the direction of momentum flow. The am-
plitude corresponding to the propagator in Fig. 2�a� is

�W�1

�1�k�W�2

†�2�k�� = ��2

�1��1

�2
t0

�k�2 + h0t0
, �5.1�

where t0 and h0 are bare parameters. In this paper, we will
only need the lowest-order nonlinear vertex �V4 �obtained

via an expansion of Eq. �2.7� in powers of Ŵ�; this vertex is
pictured in Fig. 2�b�, with the corresponding amplitude

k1 k4

k2 k3

k
α2β1

α1 β2

FIG. 2. �a� Propagator and �b� lowest-order vertex necessary for
the one-loop RG, obtained by expanding Eq. �2.7� in terms of the

unconstrained Ŵ field, using Eq. �2.10�. Associated amplitudes are
given by Eqs. �5.1� and �5.2� in the text.
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V4 =
2!

8t0
�2�k1 · k3 + k2 · k4� − k1 · k2

− k2 · k3 − k3 · k4 − k4 · k1 − 2h0t0
� . �5.2�

Adopting standard dimensional regularization
conventions,59,60,73

t0 � t!−�Ft,

h0 � Z W
−1/2h , �5.3�

with t and h the renormalized parameters, ! an arbitrary
inverse-length scale, and ZW the field renormalization of the

elementary operator Ŵ. The RG flow equations are given by

dt

dl
=

− �t

1 +
d ln Ft

d ln t

,

d ln h

dl
= d +

1

2

d ln ZW

d ln t

d ln t

dl
. �5.4�

In Eqs. �5.3� and �5.4�, d=2+� is the spatial dimensionality
of the system and l�−ln ! is the logarithm of the spatial
length scale.

For the compact unitary model with target space
U�2n� /U�n��U�n�, the one-loop flow equations are

dt

dl
= − �t +

nt2

4�
+ O�t3� , �5.5�

d ln h

dl
= d −

nt

4�
+ O�t2� . �5.6�

These equations possess a critical fixed point at the “tem-
perature” t�=4�� /n, with h=0. The Anderson model corre-
sponds to the limit n→0 in Eqs. �5.5� and �5.6�; in this case,
a nontrivial critical point occurs at two-loop order.1 In our
conventions, the two-loop result is43,73

dt

dl
= − �t +

t3

25�2 + O�t4� , �5.7�

valid in the limit n→0. The critical value of the inverse
conductance at the metal-insulator transition in d=2+� is
proportional to t�=4�	2�+O���.

B. Composite operator scaling dimensions

Next, we turn to the renormalization of the composite
operators defined by Eq. �2.23�. The renormalization of
Op��1�2. . .�p�

�1�2. . .�p can be determined by considering “matrix ele-

ments” of that operator with arbitrary configurations of p
distant, mutually separated adjoint fields �W"

† . �For more

general operators built out of products of both � �Ŵ ,Ŵ†� and


 �	În−ŴŴ† ,	În−Ŵ†Ŵ� components, one must typically
consider multiple matrix element types involving different

numbers of Ŵ and Ŵ† fields.59�
Specifically, we define

#p"1. . ."p

�0� 1. . . p�Op��1. . .�p�
�1. . .�p �r�� � ��Op��1. . .�p�

�1. . .�p �r�W"1

† 1
¯ W"p

† p�� ,

�5.8�

where the double angle brackets ��O¯�� signify the one-
particle irreducible matrix element of O, amputating the ex-

ternal fields.60,74 The external �Ŵ† fields are assumed to be
located far from each other and from the position r of the
composite operator. The superscript �0� on the left-hand side
�LHS� of this equation indicates that this is a bare �i.e. not
yet renormalized� quantity.

The basic one-loop process is illustrated in Fig. 3. Figure
3�a� depicts the two-field matrix element of the �unsymme-
trized� operator

W�1

�1W�2

�2�r� . �5.9�

The vertex V4 �Fig. 2�b� and Eq. �5.2�� pairwise permutes
the lower indices of composite operator “legs,” as shown in
Fig. 3�b�. The completely antisymmetrized operator defined
by Eq. �2.23� is clearly an eigenoperator at one loop, since
the sum of all diagrams to this order represents a complete
symmetrization procedure. This is expected to hold to all
higher orders in t because Op��1. . .�p�

�1. . .�p plays the role of a

“highest weight state” in an irreducible representation of the
full NL
M target manifold symmetry group U�2n�.

At one loop, the matrix element defined by Eq. �5.8� is
equal to

#p"1. . ."p

�0� 1. . . p�Op��1. . .�p�
�1. . .�p �r�� � �1 −

p�p − 1�
2

I1�Ap"1. . ."p;��1. . .�p�
 1. . . p;�1. . .�p ,

�5.10�

where Ap"1. . ."p;��1. . .�p�
 1. . . p;�1. . .�p is the zeroth order amplitude �equal to

zero or the pure constant �1 / p!�2, depending upon the matrix
element�.75 In order to save writing wherever possible, from
this place forward, we will adopt the following shorthand
notation: underlined vertices �#� �, operators �O�, and tree
level matrix elements �A� should be understood as possess-
ing the appropriate set of indices and all indices in a given
equation are matched �in the appropriate order�. With these
conventions established, Eq. �5.10� may be rewritten com-
pactly as

#� p
�0��Op�r�� � �1 −

p�p − 1�
2

I1�Ap. �5.11�

In Eqs. �5.10� and �5.11�,

β1
β2

β2
β1

rr

α1
α2

α1 α2

FIG. 3. Basic renormalization process of a composite
operator.
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I1 =
− t0

2
� ddk

�2��d

1

�k�2 + h0t0
�

t

4�
�1

�
+

1

2
ln
 hte"

4�!2�� .

�5.12�

Here, we have used Eq. �5.3� and standard-dimensional regu-
larization technology; " denotes the Euler-Mascheroni con-
stant.

To renormalize Eq. �5.11�, we insist that60

Z p
−1ZW

p/2#� p
�0��Op�r�� = finite, �5.13�

where Zp is the composite operator renormalization and the
factor of ZW

p/2 compensates for the p �amputated� external
fields. One then obtains the scaling dimension

xp = �
d ln Zp

d ln t
=

t

4�
�np −

p�p − 1�
2

� + O�t2� . �5.14�

We make two observations. First, by evaluating Eq. �5.14�
at the Anderson transition critical point located by t�

=4�	2�, with n→0, we recover the known results34,36 for
the multifractal spectrum �̃�p� associated to the averaged
IPR, as provided above in Eqs. �1.5�–�1.6c�. Second, we
have only considered the renormalization of the fully anti-
symmetrized operator defined by Eq. �2.23� because this is
the most relevant in the n→0 limit. The fully symmetrized
operator Op��1�2. . .�p�

�1�2. . .�p , which is defined as in Eq. �2.23� with-
out the sgn�P� factor in the summand, also constitutes an
eigenoperator with scaling dimension

xp�sym� =
t

4�
�np +

p�p − 1�
2

� + O�t2� . �5.15�

Consider the case of n=1. The fully antisymmetrized opera-
tor defined by Eq. �2.23� does not exist for p�1, since all

Ŵ⇒W fields are scalars in this case. At the fixed point lo-
cated by t�=4�� /n with n=1, the symmetrized operator
scaling dimension xp�sym�

� =�p�p+1� /2+O��2�, which is the
expected result for spherical harmonic composite operators
in the U�2� /U�1��U�1��O�3� /O�2� NL
M.59

C. Two-point function normalization at the MIT

The set of coefficients �Cq,q�
q+q� �Eq. �1.11�� defining the

OPE for properly normalized composite eigenoperators con-
stitute universal numbers characterizing the MIT. The proper
�RG scheme-dependent� normalization of each eigenoperator
is such that its two-point autocorrelation function is scheme-
independent at the critical point in d=2+�.64 In this subsec-
tion, we derive the normalization of the operators defined by
Eq. �2.23� with respect to their two-point functions �at large
spatial separation�, while the OPE is considered in the se-
quel. Since we are interested in critical properties, we as-
sume h=0 in Eq. �2.7� throughout the following discussion.

The technical tool for computing operator correlation
functions at any perturbatively accessible fixed point is RG-
improved perturbation theory �PT�. In the case of the non-
trivial NL
M critical point in d=2+�, however, some tech-
nical difficulties arise. For a NL
M with a compact, non-
Abelian symmetry, the trivial fixed point located at t=0 is

invariably infrared �IR� unstable in 2D.60 For any nonzero t,
such a 2D model always flows under the RG toward a
symmetry-restored, thermally disordered “paramagnetic”
state. Renormalized perturbation theory at t�1, for compos-
ite operator correlators that are not invariant under the full
symmetry group of the sigma model target manifold, is typi-
cally plagued by IR divergences and hence affected by the
specific way one regularizes these IR divergences.

The solution76–78 that we employ in this section is to con-
sider only invariant correlation functions. Invariant correla-
tors are free of IR divergences, and a sensible renormalized
PT for these objects can be constructed.79 For the OPE in
Sec. V D, we will see that this restriction is unnecessary.

We stress that, by the same token, all eigenoperators at
the nontrivial fixed point in d=2+� possess well-defined
critical correlations. Thus the above-described calculational
impasse, as well as its solution, in fact reflects peculiarities
of the � expansion rather than the NL
M itself �at least for
d�2�.

Within the symmetry-broken phase, � �Ŵ ,Ŵ†� and 


�	În−ŴŴ† ,	În−Ŵ†Ŵ� fields possess very different correla-
tion functions: the former constitute Goldstone modes with
massless correlations, while the latter are gapped longitudi-
nal modes, with massive correlation functions for all t� t�.
At the critical point t= t� for n�0, symmetry is restored;
here, all operators belonging to a given irreducible represen-
tation of the target manifold symmetry group will possess
identical correlations, provided a group-invariant normaliza-
tion is chosen for these operators. �For the O�3� /O�2� model,
an invariant normalization is that conventionally assigned to
spherical harmonics, written in terms of � and 
 coordi-
nates.� We will use this fact to determine the two-point func-
tion normalization of Op��1�2. . .�p�

�1�2. . .�p �Eq. �2.23�� for n
= �1,2 , . . . and then continue the result to n→0.

Consider the following invariant, “nonlocal” operator:

$p�r,r�� � �
�m

%p�m�r�%p�m
� �r�� , �5.16�

where %p�m is a composite operator that is a component of
an irreducible representation of the sigma model symmetry
group. The representation is distinguished by the Casimir
parameter p, while the component operators are labeled by a
set of “magnetic” quantum numbers �m, e.g.
��1 , . . . ,�p , ��1 , . . . ,�p�� �m for the antisymmetrized
LDOS moment operators defined by Eq. �2.23�. One may use
expressions for the %p�m in terms of the target manifold

coordinates �Ŵ ,Ŵ† ,	În−ŴŴ† ,	În−Ŵ†Ŵ� in order to
construct an explicit expression for the RHS of Eq. �5.16�; at
the nontrivial critical point in d=2+�, however, we require
only the lowest-order expansion for the expectation of Eq.
�5.16� in powers of t���
 �
=1 or 1/2 for n�N or n→0,
respectively�. Since an expansion in powers of t is equivalent

to an expansion in powers of Ŵ and Ŵ†, we make the fol-
lowing ansatz:
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$p�r,r�� � �̃p
1 +
�p,1

2n2 Tr�Ŵ†�r�Ŵ�r�� − Ŵ†�r�Ŵ�r�

+ Ŵ†�r��Ŵ�r� − Ŵ†�r��Ŵ�r��� + O�Ŵ4�� .

�5.17�

The expectation of the assumed form of Eq. �5.17� is free
from IR divergences. While the numerical coefficient �̃p in
this equation is arbitrary, �p,1 is not and can in principle be
computed from knowledge of the representation theory of
the NL
M symmetry group; instead, we will determine its
value empirically below. Note that Eq. �5.17� is manifestly

invariant under U�n��U�n� subgroup transformations, Ŵ

→ ÛLŴÛR, with ÛL/R
† ÛL/R= În.

We compute the expectation of Eq. �5.17� in position
space77 using the IR-convergent Green’s function at zero
coupling

�W�1

†�1�r�W�2

�2�0� − W�1

†�1�0�W�2

�2�0��0

= ��2

�1��1

�2t0� ddk

�2��d

eik·r − 1

�k�2

= ��2

�1��1

�2
t0

�d − 2�Sd

1

�r�d−2

� ��2

�1��1

�2
t

2�
�1

�
−

1

2
ln��!2�r�2e"�� , �5.18�

where Sd is the surface area of the sphere in d dimensions
and we have used Eqs. �5.1� and �5.3�.

Let us define the renormalized operator

�$p��r,r�� � Z p
−2$p�r,r�� , �5.19�

where Zp is the renormalization factor obtained via Eqs.
�5.13� and �5.14� for the composite operators defined by Eq.
�2.23�; all operators belonging to a particular irreducible rep-
resentation receive the same renormalization in a NL
M.59

Insisting that ��$p��r ,r��� is finite �for r�r��, we see that
we must take

�p,1 = np −
p�p − 1�

2
�5.20�

in Eq. �5.17�. We have obtained the lowest-order expansion
coefficient for the group-invariant structure defined by Eqs.
�5.16� and �5.17� without explicitly employing group theory,
but using only the renormalizability of the NL
M! �Basic
group-theoretic knowledge was necessary to identify the in-
variant scaling operators defined by Eq. �2.23�, however.�80

Finally, we set t= t���� and then we re-exponentiate the
expectation of Eq. �5.19� to obtain, at the nontrivial critical
point,

��$p��r,r��� �
�̃p��!2e"�−xp

�

�r − r��2xp
� , �5.21�

where xp
� is the scaling dimension in Eq. �5.14�, evaluated at

t= t�. �xp
� is given explicitly by Eqs. �1.6a�, �1.6b�, and �1.6c�

for the limit n→0, appropriate to the MIT.�
Equation �5.21� allows us to define the following “renor-

malized and normalized” composite operators, which we will
enclose with the double square brackets �¯ �. Referring to
Eq. �2.23�, we designate

�Op��1. . .�p�
�1. . .�p ��r� � Z p

−1��!2e"�xp
�/2Op��1. . .�p�

�1. . .�p �r� .

�5.22�

Equations �5.19� and �5.21� guarantee that the two-point cor-
relation function between distant operators defined by Eq.
�5.22� is both ultraviolet finite and independent of the renor-
malization scheme.

D. Operator product expansion at the MIT

We conclude this section with the construction of the OPE
for the operators in Eq. �5.22�. At the critical point in d=2
+�, the OPE is expected to take the form

�Op��1. . .�p�
�1. . .�p ��r��O

p���1�. . .�
p�
� �

�1�. . .�
p�
�

��r��

�
Cp,p�

p+p�

�rd�xp
�+x

p�
�

−x
p+p�
� �O

p+p���1. . .�p�1�. . .�
p�
� �

�1. . .�p�1�. . .�
p�
�

��R� + ¯ ,

�5.23�

where rd�r−r�, R��r+r�� /2, xp
� is the scaling dimension

defined by Eqs. �5.14�, �1.6a�, �1.6b�, and �1.6c�, and Cp,p�
p+p� is

the �universal� OPE coefficient that we seek, expected to
possess an expansion in powers of t����. Equation �5.23� will
hold as a replacement rule in the limit �rd�→0, valid inside
correlation functions involving arbitrary configurations of
other spatially remote operators. Note that Eq. �5.23� relates
a product of maximally antisymmetric operators to a single,
maximally antisymmetric operator; the ellipsis “¯” on the
RHS of this equation represents other, less-relevant operators
that are produced in the “fusion” process. We will ignore the
contribution of the latter to functional RG.81

In order to determine Cp,p�
p+p�, we compute an arbitrary ma-

trix element #
p+p�"1. . ."p+p�

 1. . . p+p� �¯ � of both sides of Eq. �5.23�, as

defined by Eq. �5.8�. Using Eqs. �5.10� and �5.22� and em-
ploying the compact notation introduced above and imple-
mented in Eq. �5.11�, the RHS of Eq. �5.23� may be written
as

#� p+p��RHS� = ZW
�p+p��/2Z p+p�

−1 ��!2e"�x
p+p�
� /2

Cp,p�
p+p�

�rd�xp
�+x

p�
�

−x
p+p�
�

�#� p+p�
�0� �Op+p��R�� , �5.24�
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where ZW �Zp+p�� is the field strength �composite operator�
renormalization factor and the bare amplitude is given by

#� p+p�
�0� �Op+p�� = �1 −

1

2
�p + p���p + p� − 1�I1�Ap+p�.

�5.25�

In Eq. �5.25�, I1 is the loop integral defined by Eq. �5.12�,
where we retain the infrared regularization for now, h0�0,
while

Ap+p� → A
p+p�"1. . ."p+p�;��1. . .�p�1�. . .�

p�
� �

 1. . . p+p�;�1. . .�p�1�. . .�
p�
�

denotes the zeroth order amplitude for the matrix element �a
pure number� �see Ref. 75 for details�.

Similarly, the LHS matrix element of Eq. �5.23� may be
written as

#� p+p��LHS� = ZW
�p+p��/2Z p

−1Z p�
−1��!2e"��xp

�+x
p�
� �/2

�#� p+p�
�0� �Op�r�Op��r��� , �5.26�

where the bare �unrenormalized� amplitude is

#� p+p�
�0� �Op�r�Op��r���

→ ��Op��1. . .�p�
�1. . .�p �r�O

p���1�. . .�
p�
� �

�1�. . .�
p�
�

�r��W"1

† 1
¯ W"p+p�

† p+p���

�5.27a�

=
1

�p ! p�!�2 ��W�1

�1
¯ W�p

�p�r�W
�1�
�1�
¯ W

�
p�
�

�
p�
�

�r��W"1

† 1
¯ W"p+p�

† p+p���

+ ��p ! p� ! − 1� other terms

obtained by permutations
� . �5.27b�

As in Eq. �5.8�, the external fields �Ŵ† in these equations are
assumed to be located far from the vicinity of the operator
product �r� or r�� and from each other, while the double-
angle brackets instruct us to take the one-particle irreducible
amplitude, with external legs amputated.60

Consider the one-loop renormalization of the term written
explicitly in Eq. �5.27b�; the other �p ! p� !−1� terms implied
in this equation will give identical contributions. The basic
renormalization process of an operator product is illustrated
in Fig. 4 specifically for the combination

W�1

�1�r� � W�2

�2�r��W�3

�3�r�� .

The vertex V4 �Fig. 2 and Eq. �5.2�� modifies the operator
product in two ways. First, it renormalizes the constituent
operators, pairwise permuting indices of legs both tied to
either r or r�, as shown in Fig. 4�b� �cf. Fig. 3�. Second, V4
ties the two operators together by pairwise crosspermuting
their indices as depicted in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�.

Now, algebraically, we may express an unsymmetrized

product of q Ŵ-field matrix elements �W�
�� in terms of the

completely antisymmetrized product, native to the most rel-
evant irreducible representation with Casimir parameter q of
the NL
M symmetry group, plus other terms which belong
to other �completely symmetric or mixed-symmetry� repre-
sentations. In particular,

W�1

�1
¯ W�q

�q = W��1

�1
¯ W��q�

�q + ¯ , �5.28�

where again the square brackets �¯ � denote complete anti-
symmetrization. The unity coefficient in front of the com-
pletely antisymmetrized tensor on the RHS of Eq. �5.28�
follows from the fact that the antisymmetrization procedure
is a projective operation that kills symmetric or mixed-
symmetry terms, but leaves the preantisymmetrized compo-
nent invariant.

After the vertex acts upon the unsymmetrized operator
product displayed explicitly in Eq. �5.27b�, giving the appro-
priate factors for the two types of renormalization depicted in
Fig. 4�b� and Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�, respectively, we are free to
use Eq. �5.28� to replace each resulting unsymmetrized, per-
muted product with the corresponding completely antisym-
metrized version up to less relevant mixed symmetry or
higher gradient terms.82 The completely antisymmetrized
product of p+ p� factors is just the composite operator on the
RHS of the OPE, as defined by Eq. �5.23�. Therefore, using
the Feynman rules in Eqs. �5.1� and �5.2� and summing all
diagram topologies to one loop, Eq. �5.27a� may be written
as

#� p+p�
�0� �Op�r�Op��r���

� 
p + p�

p
��1 − I1� p�p − 1�

2
+

p��p� − 1�
2

�
− I2�rd��pp��

�Ap+p�,

�5.29�

β2 α3 β3β1

β1β2β2 β1 β3

β3
α3 β2

β1α1 α2 α1

α2

α1 α2 α3 α2 α3β3α1

r r’ r r’

r’rr r’

FIG. 4. Basic renormalization process in the OPE.
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where Ap+p� denotes the zeroth order matrix element of

O
p+p���1. . .�p�1�. . .�

p�
� �

�1. . .�p�1�. . .�p�
�

, as in Eq. �5.25�, I1 is the integral defined

by Eq. �5.12�, and

I2�rd� =
− t0

2
� ddk

�2��d

eik·rd

�k�2 + h0t0
. �5.30�

Let us briefly comment upon the origin of the various com-
binatoric factors in Eq. �5.29�. The prefactor


p + p�

p
�

originates from the normalization convention used in Eq.
�2.23�. The factors of p�p−1� /2 and p��p�−1� /2 count the
number of inequivalent ways leg indices associated with
either operator Op or Op� �but not both� may be permuted, as
occurred previously in the scaling dimension calculation �Eq.
�5.10��. The factor of pp� counts the number of inequivalent
ways one leg index from each operator may be interper-
muted, as in Figs. 4�c� and 4�d�.

Equating the left-hand and right-hand sides of the OPE,
Eqs. �5.24�–�5.26� and �5.29�, and expanding everything to
the lowest nontrivial order in t, we obtain

Cp,p�
p+p� � 
p + p�

p
��1 + pp��I1 − I2�rd�� + ln� Zp+p�

ZpZp�
�

−
1

2
�xp+p�

� − xp
� − xp�

� �

� ln��!2�rd�2e"�
� .

�5.31�

We may now take the limit h0→0 because the combination
2�I1− I2�rd�� �Eqs. �5.12� and �5.30�� gives the IR-finite inte-
gral evaluated previously in Eq. �5.18�, above. Using Eq.
�5.14�, Eq. �5.31� simplifies to the expression

Cp,p�
p+p� � 
p + p�

p
��1 −

1

2

xp+p�

� − xp
� − xp�

� + t
pp�

4�
�

� ln��!2�rd�2e"�
� .

�5.32�

In general, the RHS of this equation is an ultraviolet �UV�-
finite, nonzero function of the operator separation rd. At the
nontrivial critical point t= t� in d=2+�, however, we have
�from Eq. �5.14��

Cp,p�
p+p� � 
p + p�

p
� + O�t�2� . �5.33�

At the Anderson metal-insulator transition �n→0�, t�

=4�	2�+O���. Thus the OPE coefficient for the operators

with normalization determined by Eq. �5.22� is independent
of 	� to order �.83

The result in Eq. �5.33� should be contrasted with a simi-
lar computation in �4 theory in d=4−�: at the Wilson-Fisher
fixed point, the fusion of two elementary renormalized and
normalized ��� fields into the mass operator ��2� yields an
OPE coefficient that acquires a correction at the lowest non-
trivial order in the quartic coupling strength  ���+O��2�
�see, e.g., Ref. 84�. As in the above NL
M calculation, the
normalization of the operators ��� and ��2� is chosen so as
to give two-point autocorrelation functions independent of
the renormalization scheme.

Finally, tracing over pairs of indices in Eq. �5.23� allows
the OPE to be written as

�Op��r��Op���r�� �
Cp,p�

p+p�

�rd�xp
�+x

p�
�

−x
p+p�
� �Op+p���R� + ¯ ,

�5.34�

where

�Op��r� � �
�1=1

n

. . . �
�p=1

n

�Op��1. . .�p�
�1. . .�p ��r� = Z p

−1��!2e"�xp
�/2Op�r�

�5.35�

is the renormalized and normalized version of the bare op-
erator defined by Eq. �2.24�.

The OPE in Eq. �5.34�, together with the coefficient Cp,p�
p+p�

given by Eq. �5.33�, constitutes the primary technical result
of this paper. We have succeeded in associating a unique,
properly normalized operator �Op��r� to the pth moment of
the LDOS and demonstrated that the family of such opera-
tors obeys the OPE set forth in Eq. �1.11� in Sec. I. This is
the necessary input to the functional RG scheme used in Sec.
III to extract the typical multifractal spectrum ��q� in Eq.
�3.25�.
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